PreCalculus UNIT E

TRIGONOMETRY – journal questions – MPM
Summarize everything you need to know about these topics. Use examples and concise (not long – but with enough detail) explanations. Include
definitions and diagrams if necessary

1. FACTS about ANGLES
Copy/Paste the following

.

.

2. CONGRUENT TRIANGLES
a. State the Congurent triangles definition and symbol, then copy/paste the following
b. Use congruent triangles
SAS
ASA or AAS
to prove the following:
SSS
Two pairs of sides and
One pair of sides and two
Three sides are equal
angles between them are
pairs of angles are equal
equal

3. SIMILAR TRIANGLES
a. State the Similar triangles definition and symbol, then copy/paste the following
b. Prove the triangles are
SAS~
AAA or AA
SSS~
similar and then solve for
Two pairs of sides are
Three or even just two
Three pairs of sides are
missing sides x and y
proportional and angles
angles are equal
proportional.
(do not assume there’s 90o angle)
between them are equal

4. PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM
a. Copy/Paste the following

2

2

a +b = c
Use graph paper.
Sketch out two any
size squares side by
side. Cut out the
resulting shape as one
whole piece.

Count off size b from
the bottom of bigger
square and connect
that point with both
corners of the squares,
as shown.

Cut along the two lines drawn.
Rotate the pieces, to form a bigger square.
After you perform this, place the pieces in your
journal (create a pocket for these to go into)

b.
c.

2

Give a reason how what you performed
visually proves the Pythagorean Theorem.
Discuss when to use Pythagorean Theorem as
opposed to SOH CAH TOA

5. SOH CAH TOA
a.

d.

Copy/Paste the table of trig ratios from the previous page and the following SOH CAH TOA definitions
b. Discuss how to use the trig c. What do you need to press
ratios table and how to use
to get your calculator into
your calculator – do you
DEGREE mode (later you
need to press SIN button
will learn RADIAN mode
before or after angle is
too).
entered?

Explain why the following are written in INCORRECT form
and rewrite the correct versions

i.

ii.

sin =

3
5

e.

Explain and show how to
find side AB

Explain and show how to
find angle B.

A

iii.

45o cos =

f.

A

x = 0.5234 tan −1

5
x

10m
20°

Copy the NOTE:

B

o

Do not think that in sin 20 sine and 20o are multiplied! It’s more like
operation of sine is applied to 20, like in 20 , operation of root is applied to 20.

B

C

14cm

12m

C

m

6. SINE and COSINE LAWS
a.

Copy/Paste the following
b.

Explain what to do to find the 3rd angle if
you know the other two

c.

Explain and show how to find side FE
F

70°

16°

D
d.

Explain and show how to
find angle G

e.

Show how to rearrange
one version of cosine law
to get the other.

h.

Record how to use your
calculator to do BOTH
cosine law computations in
least amount of steps.

f.

Explain and show how to
find side LM

g.

L

G

31cm
I
93o
H

25cm

E

15m
Explain and show how to
find angle Z
14m

Y

Z

9cm

12m

8m
61°
K

M
10cm

X

7. WORD PROBLEMS
a.

Copy/Paste the following, fill in the blanks in the first diagram!

Draw diagrams for each problem, use the flow chart to set up an equation that would solve the problems. Solve if you wish.
b.
In the Old West, settlers made tents out
of a piece of cloth thrown over a
clothesline and then secured to the
ground with stakes forming an
isosceles triangle. How long would the
cloth have to be so that the opening of
the tent was 6 feet high and 8 feet
wide?

f.
A 4m flag pole is not standing up
straight. There is a wire attached to
the top of the pole and anchored in the
ground to counteract the lean of the
pole. The wire is 4.17m long. The
wire makes a 68° angle with the
ground. What angle does the flag pole
make with the ground?

c.
Sandy is trying to measure the height
of a nearby flagpole using a mirror
placed on the ground between herself
and the pole. The mirror is 6m away
from the pole and 2m away from
Sandy. The height to her eyes is
157cm, from which she can clearly see
the top of the flagpole. How many
centimeters tall is the flagpole?

g.
A cottage under construction is to be
10.3 m wide. The two sides of the roof
are to be equal and supported by rafters
that meet at the top at an angle of 45°.
How long should the roof rafters be?

d.
An airplane takes off from a runway
near some mountains. The peak of the
mountain is on the flight path 2.5 km
from the end of the runway. The
mountain is 2000 m high. What angle
of ascent is needed to clear the
mountain top?

h.
A golfer hits a tee shot on a 350 m long
straight golf hole. The ball is sliced
(hit at an angle) 21° to the right. The
ball lands 210 m away from the tee.
How far is the ball from the hole to the
nearest metre?

e.
The highest point along a cliff is
80 m above the lakeshore. A
surveyor stands on the top of the
cliff, looking through a 1.5 m tall
transit instrument. He spots a boat
out on the lake, at an angle of
depression of 38o. How far, to the
nearest tenth of a metre, is it from
the boat to the base of the cliff?

i.
The posts of a hockey goal are 2 m
apart. A player tries to score a goal by
shooting the puck along the ice from a
point 7.1 m from one post and 6.4 m
from the other. Within what angle
must the player shoot the puck?

